
Mohamed El-Bechari 

General secretary of the European Islamic conference and have been chosen 

among 50 Muslims characters who have the biggest influence in the world. 

Personal life; 

Nationality; French. Born in 1967 in Wajda city, Morocco. 

Scientific certificate; 

Ph.D. in digital media- Paris university in France 

Insignias he has achieved; 

- Insignia of king Abd Allah the second son of Al-Hussin for 

distinguish of first degree.   

- Egypt insignia of art and science of first degree. 

Positions he has worked in; 
- Visitor professor and lecturer at many international universities  

- Councilor at the European parliament for Islamic causes and the 

Arabic European relations. 

- Dean of Ibn Sina institute for humanitarian science at Lail city in 

France. 

- General secretary of the European Islamic conference (IEC/CIE), 

Belgium. 

- Chief of the general federalism of Muslims in France (FNMF). 

- Vice president of the French council of Islamic religion (CFCM) 

2003-2006 

- Vice president of foundation for Islamic works in France (FOIF).  

- Member of general secretariat of the forum for peace enhancement in 

Islamic community- Abu Dhabi-Emirates. 

- Member of international Islamic doctrine congregation in Jeddah 

(OCI), Saudi Arabia. 

- Founding Member in Al-El Beit (the house family) for Islamic 

intellect- Jordan. 

- Highest Board member of the general secretariat of the counterfeiting 

authorities in Egypt. 

- Member in Islamic work co-ordination committee in the field of 

invitation, Islamic cooperation organization, Saudi Arabia. 



- Member of the team work required to put an executive program for 

the causes and subjects that come in the decimal work program, 

Islamic cooperation organization, Saudi Arabia. 

- Counseling board member for king Abd Allah son of Abd Al-Aziz 

international center for dialogue among followers of various cultures 

and religions- Austria. 

- European board member for religious leadership- Norway. 

- Highest board member of the Islamic issues- Egypt. 

- Management board member for the league of Islamic universities. 

- Highest board member for Islamic culture in the west ISISCO- 

Morocco. 

- Councilor for the Arabic parliament for the Arabic European 

relations- Egypt. 

- Member of the international congregation to approximate the Islamic 

doctrines- Iran. 

- Member of the international forum for dialogue- in Jeddah, Saudi 

Arabia. 

Released books and some judged researches; 

- Islam and the western media and the challenges after the incidences of 

September 11th 2001- Dar El-Fekr 2004. 

- Islamic world and the challenges of September 11th 2001- money and 

reality- Dar El-Fekr 2006. 

- The concept of development: the misery of the basic knowledge and 

sliding of field application. 

- The Islamic forgiveness between the truth and defamation. 

- The contemporary Islamic doctrine and the demand for religious 

renewal. 

- The contemporary Islamic mind and challenges of this stage. 

- Islam and Muslims in European schools’ curriculum. 

- Human rights between the universal and the privacy: for example 

Islamic minority. 

- Problem and consequences of the Arabic European dialogue on the 

reality of democracy in the Arabic region. 

- The concept debate for woman reality: between the Islamic 

perspective and the material perspective. 

- Muslims and the west: between fear for identity and fear from it. 



- The west point of view of Islam and Islam future in the west between 

reality, responsibility and the subjected alternatives. 

- Roles of civil community in the Arabian societies: reality and money. 

- Civilizations dialogue instead of cultures crash. 

- The Islamic nation between the challenge of intellectual security and 

spiritual safety. 

- Civilization multiplicity and duties of citizenship. 

- Tension and crises geography in the Muslim communities. 

- Roles of cultural field and media in strengthen the Arabic national 

security. 

- Islamic minority and the problem of language preparation. As an 

example interaction with rites of pilgrimage. 

- Danger of terrorism: it’s images and consequences in increasing the 

global tension. 

- Democracy and consultation: modern vision to activate the concept of 

consultation and benefiting from democracy procedures under the 

highlight of legal restrictions. 

- Visiting Jerusalem between legalizations of authority and evidences 

from the forbidders. 

- Dividing earth between the Islamic doctrine and the international law. 

- Islamic educational facilities in the west: developing vision. 

- The doctrine of the Islamic minorities: between the theoretical effort 

and the practical reality. 

- Concept of and atonement and it’s effect on the reality of Muslims 

minorities.  


